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It is by now clear that our naive picture on space{time, as space with commuting
coordinates, has to be modied at the Planck scale. Indeed a unication between
quantum mechanics and general relativity requires to go beyond this picture.
Recently it has been found that noncommutative geometry [1] arises naturally in
string theory [2, 3]. In a certain limit, the low energy eective theories is intimately
connected to gauge theories on noncommutative spaces.
The action for gauge theories on noncommutative space is obtained from the ordinary
( commutative ) Yang{Mills theories by replacing the usual product of the elds by
the {product [3].
It has also been shown in [3], that one can get ordinary or noncommutative Yang{
Mills theory from the same two dimensional eld theory just by using two dierent
regularizations procedure. Indeed, Yang{Mills theory on noncommutative space re-
sults from the use of a point splitting regularization whereas the ordinary one follows
as a consequence of the use of Pauli{Villars regularization scheme.
Consequently, they argued that there should exist a transformation from ordinary





 to the ordinary gauge eld A with gauge transformation . More
details about this equivalence between the two descriptions can be found in [3] ( see
also [4] {[6] ).
Perturbative aspects of noncommutative theories on noncommutative R
d
have been
recently adressed in [7]{[9]. In particular, it has been found that noncommutativity
leads to a strange mixing between IR and UV eects [9] which has no analog in the
usual quantum eld theory.
In [8], we have introduced the U(1) BF{Yang Mills ( BFYM ) on noncommutative R
4
and in this formulation the U(1) Yang{Mills theory on noncommutative R
4
is seen
as a deformation of the pure BF theory. We recall that BFYM on commutative R
4
has been introduced and studied extensively in [10].
We have also performed a one{loop calculation of the U(1) BFYM on noncommu-
tative R
4
and concluded that it is asymtotically free and its UV{behaviour in the
computation of the {function is like the usual SU(N) commutative BFYM and
Yang{Mills theories.
Here we will go a step further and study the equivalence between the noncommu-
tative and commutative for BFYM. We consider rst rank N noncommutative and
2
ordinary BFYM and construct the gauge{equivalent Seiberg{Witten transformation.
This means that ordinary and noncommutative BFYM theories can be induced by
the same eld theory regularized in two dierent ways.
In particular for rank 1, this mapping is more simple and for this case, we write the
BFYM noncommutative Lagrangian in terms of the ordinary elds.
Noncommutative R
4
is described by an algebra generated by the coordinates x
i
(i =
















is a real and constant antisymmetric matrix. In the dual language,
the algebra of functions on R
4
vanishing at innity is equipped with a deformed
multiplication known as a Moyal {product,














which is noncommutative, associative and obeys the Leibniz rule. It reduces for the
rst order in  to,















We consider the BFYM on noncommutative R
4
introduced in [8] by replacing the













































































to be arbitrary rank N , so that all the elds and gauge parameters are NN
matrices and Tr is the ordinary trace of N N matrices.
This BFYM on noncommutative R
4
































































Using the rst order expansion in  of the Moyal {product ( 3), the above formulas









































































where [ ; ] and f ; g are the usual commutator and anticommutator for noncommu-
tative elds and gauge parameter
^
 respectively.

















































Following Seiberg and Witten [3], we consider the BFYM and look for a gauge{















with gauge parameter  such that the





















































































































































































 and antisymmetric eld
^













































































































































, the noncommutative one are expressed by (12) and (13) up to rst order in .






F with gauge parameter
^
 corresponding to two innitesimally close values of the
deformation parameter  and  + Æ.














































































































































































































The above equations should in principle give the noncommutative elds and gauge
parameter as powers series in .





























































































F and the commutative















































































































































































































We close this paper by saying that the existence of a Seibeg{Witten gauge{equivalent
6
map, relating noncommutative elds to commutative one for BFYM theory, means
that noncommutative or ordinary BFYM may be seen as an eective theory which
arises from the same eld theory regularized with two dierent schemes.
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